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This contribution highlights the Python xarray technique in context of a climate specific application (typical formats are NetCDF, GRIB and HDF).

We will see how to use in-file metadata and why they are so powerful for data analysis, in particular by looking at community specific problems, e.g. one can select purely on coordinate variable names. ECAS, the ENES Climate Analytics Service available at Deutsches Klimarechenzentrum (DKRZ), will help by enabling faster access to the high-volume simulation data output from climate modeling experiments. In this respect, we can also make use of “dask” which was developed for parallel computing and can smoothly work with xarray. This is extremely useful when we want to exploit fully the advantages of our supercomputer.

Our fully integrated service offers an interface via Jupyter notebooks (ecaslabs.dkrz.de). We provide an analysis environment without the need of costly transfers, accessing CF standardized data files and all accessible via the ESGF portal on our nodes (esgf-data.dkrz.de). We can analyse the data of e.g. CMIP5, CMIP6, Grand Ensemble and observation data. ECAS was developed in the frame of European Open Source Cloud (EOSC) hub.